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Abstract
F or 3D walkingcontr ol of a biped robot we analyze
the dynamics of a three-dimensional inverted pendulum in which motion is constr aine d to move along an
arbitr arily dened plane. This analysis leads us a simple line ar dynamics, the Three-Dimensional Linear Inverte d Pendulum Mode (3D-LIPM). Geometric nature
of trajectories under the 3D-LIPM and a method for
walking pattern gener ationare discusse d. A simulation r esult of a walking contr ol using a 12 d.o.f. biped
robot model is also shown.

1 Introduction
Research on humanoid robots and biped locomotion is currently one of the most exciting topics in the
eld of robotics and there exist many ongoing projects.
Although some of those w orkshave already demonstrated very reliable dynamic biped walking5, 15], we
believe it is still important to understand the theoretical background of biped locomotion.
A lot of researc hes dedicated to the biped walking pattern generation can be classied into tw o categories. The rst group uses precise knowledge of dynamic parameter of a robot e.g. mass, location of center of mass and inertia of each link to prepare walking
patterns. Therefore, it mainly relies on the accuracy
of the model data 15, 5, 12, 6].
Contrary , the second group uses limited knowledge
of dynamics e.g. location of total center of mass, total
angular momentum, etc. Since the con trollerknows
little about the system structure, this approach much
relies on a feedback control 14, 1, 11 , 17, 7, 2, 13].
In this paper w etak e a standpoint of the second
approach, and introduce a new modeling which represents a robot dynamics with limited parameters.
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The modeling, the Three-Dimensional Linear Inverted
P endulum Mode (3D-LIPM) is derived from a general
three-dimensional inverted pendulum whose motion is
constrained to move along an arbitrarily dened plane.
It allows a separate controller design for the sagittal (x-z) and the lateral (y-z) motion and simplies
a walking pattern generation a great deal.

2 Derivation of 3D Linear Inverted
Pendulum Mode

2.1 Motion equation of a 3D in verted
pendulum
When a biped robot is supporting its body on one
leg, its dominant dynamics can be represented by a
single inverted pendulum which connects the supporting foot and the center of mass of the whole robot.
Figure 1 depicts suc h an inverted pendulum consisting of a point mass and a massless telescopic leg. The
position of the point mass p = (x y z ) is uniquely
specied by a set of state variables q = (r  p  r).

x = rSp 
y = rSr 
z = rD

(1)
(2)
(3)

q

Sr  sin r  Sp  sin p  D  1  Sr 2  Sp 2 :
Let (r  p  f ) be the actuator torque and force associated with the state variables (r  p  r). With these

inputs, the equation of motion of the 3D inverted pendulum in Cartesian coordinates is given as follows.

0 x 1
0 1 0
r
m @ y A = (JT )1 @ p A + @
z
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2.2 3D Linear In v ertedPendulum Mode

Figure 1: 3D Pendulum
where m is the mass of the pendulum and g is gravity
acceleration. The structure of the Jacobian J is

0

1

0
rCp
Sp
0
Sr A 
J = @@ pq = @ rCr
rCr Sr =D rCp Sp =D D

(5)

Cr  cos r  Cp  cos p :
T o erase the inversed Jacobian that appears in (4),
let us multiply the matrix JT from the left.
0 0 rC rC S =D 1 0 x 1
r
r r
m @ rCp 0 rCp Sp =D A @ y A =

Although the moving pattern of the pendulum has
vast possibilities, we want to select a class of motion
that would be suitable for walking. For this reason, we
apply constraints to limit the motion of the pendulum.
The rst constraint limits the motion in a plane with
given normal vector (kx  ky  1) and z intersection zc.
z = kx x + ky y + zc
(10)
F or a robot walking on a rugged terrain, the normal
vector should match the slope of the ground and the
z intersection should be the expected average distance
of the center of the robot's mass from the ground. F or
further calculation, we prepare the second derivatives
of (10).
z = kx x + ky y
(11)
Substituting these constraints into equations (8) and
(9), w eobtain the dynamics of the pendulum under
the constraints. F rom straightforward calculations we
get
y = g y  k1 (xy  xy)  1 u 
(12)

zc zc
mzc r
(13)
x = zg x + kz2 (xy  xy) + mz1 up 
c
c
c
where ur  up are new virtual inputs which are intro-

duced to compensate input nonlinearity.

r = CDr ur
p = CDp up

Sr

Sp

0  1 D 0 rC zS 1
r
@ pr A  mg @ rCp Srp=D
A
f

D

(6)

Using the rst row of this equation and multiplying

D=Cr we get

m(rDy  rSr z) = CD r + rSr mg:

(7)

m(z y + yz) = CD r  mgy

(8)

m(z x  xz) = CD p + mgx

(9)

r

By substituting kinematic relationship of equations
(2) and (3),w e get a good-looking equation that describes the dynamics along the y-axis.
r

A similar procedure for the second row of (6) yields
the equation for the dynamics along the x-axis.
p

(14)
(15)

In the case of the w alking on a at
plane, we can
set the horizontal constraint plane (kx = 0 ky = 0)
and we obtain
(16)
y= gy 1 u 

zc mzc r
x = zg x + mz1 up :
c
c

(17)

In the case of the walking on a slope or stairs
where kx  ky 6= 0, we need another constraint. F rom
x(12)+y(13) we see
1 (u x + u y):
(18)
xy  xy = mz
r
p
Therefore, we have the same dynamics of (16) and (17)
in the case of an inclined constraint plane by introducing the following new constraint about the inputs.
ur x + upy = 0
(19)
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Equations (16) and (17) are independent linear
equations. The only parameter which go verns those
dynamics is c , i.e., the z intersection of the constraint
plane and the inclination of the plane never aects the
horizontal motion. Note that the original dynamics
w ere nonlinear and we derived linear dynamics without using any approximation.
Let us call this the Three-Dimensional Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode (3D-LIPM). The rst author
and Tani introduced a tw o-dimensional version of this
dynamics mode 7] in 1991, and Hara, Yokokaw a and
Sadao extended it to three dimensions in the case of
zero input torque 4] in 1997.
z

3 Nature of the 3D Linear Inv erted
Pendulum Mode
In this section, w eexamine nature of trajectories
under the 3D-LIPM with zero input torques ( r =
p = 0).
u

u

 =

y

 =

x

g
zc
g
zc

(20)

y

(21)

x

A unit mass is driven by a force vector of magnitude
that is proportional to the distance betw eenthe
mass and the origin. The force magnitude can be distributed into and element as follows.
f

r
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y
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= ( )=
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y

(23)

x

(24)

Equation (22) reminds us the celestial mechanics
under the gravity eld. In this case, the force magnitude is
G
(25)
G= 2
k

f



r

where G is a parameter determined from the gravity
constant and the mass of the gra vitysource. Both
in the equations (22) and (25), the force vectors are
parallel to the position vectors from the origin to the
mass. This results well-known Kepler's second law of
planetary motion: areal velocit y conservation.
Let us see how the force of gravity can be separated
into and direction.
k

x

y

With a given initial condition, these equations determine a trajectory in 3D space. Figure 2 sho ws tw o
examples.

fGx

= (
x
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xkG

x

y

2
x

(27)

ykG
y

Since aects Gy and aects Gx , we must always
treat these tw o equations asa set. Contrarily, the
and element of the 3D-LIPM can be treated independently at all times. This gives us great advan tages
in analyzing and in designing walking patterns as we
will see in the following sections.
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Figure 2: 3D Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode
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We can regard that equations (20) and (21) represen t a force eld for a unit mass.
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Figure 3: 3D-LIPM projected onto XY plane
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Figure 3 shows a 3D-LIPM trajectory which is projected on to XY plane. Motions along Y and X are
go verned by the equations (20) and (21) respectively.
By integrating each equation, we obtain a time invarian t parameter named the orbital energy 7].
(28)
Ey =  2gz y2 + 21 y_ 2
c
(29)
Ex =  2gz x2 + 21 x_ 2
c

In Figure 3, it is sho wnanother coordinate frame

X Y which rotates  from the original frame XY .
0

0

Since the 3D-LIPM is a dynamics under the central
force eld as discussed in the last section, the new
frame X Y also gives a proper representation of the
3D-LIPM. The new orbital energy is calculated as,
Ex =  2gz (cx + sy)2 + 21 (cx_ + sy_ )2  (30)
c
g
Ey =  2z (sx + cy)2 + 21 (sx_ + cy_ )2  (31)
0

(g=zc)xy  x_ y_ = 0

0

c

where c  cos  s  sin . By simple calculations we
can verify that the total energy of the system does not
change by the way of the coordinate setting.
Ex + Ey = Ex + Ey = constant:
(32)
When the Y -axis corresponds to the axis of symmetry like in Figure 3, Ex and Ey become maximum
and minimum respectively. Therefore, w e can calculate the axis of symmetry by solving the following
equation.
0

0

0

0

0

@Ex = A(s2  c2 ) + Bsc = 0
@
0

A  (g=zc)xy  x_ y_
B  (g=zc)(x2  y2 )  (x_ 2  y_ 2 ):
The solution is, when B =
6 0

(33)
(34)
(35)

(g=zc)2 x2 y2 = x_ 2 y_ 2
= (2Ex + (g=zc)x2 )(2Ey + (g=zc)y2 ):
The nal form is a simple quadratic equation.

g 2
g 2
2zcEx x + 2zcEy y + 1 = 0



(36)

 = =4

(37)

when B = 0 A 6= 0
when B = 0 A = 0

 = atan2(y x):

(38)
If the Y -axis happen to be already the axis of symmetry,  should be zero. F rom equations (36) and (34),

(40)

Since Ex > 0 and Ey < 0, eq.(40) forms a hyperbolic
curve.
Hyperbolic curves also appear in Kepler motion,
and one of its examples is a swing by ight of the
V oyager 1 spacecraft approached Jupiter in 1979 16].
It seems interesting that w eobtained same shape of
trajectory from a totally dierent potential eld.
4

3D walking pattern generation

4.1

Outline

Figure 4 sho ws an example of a w alkingpattern
based on the 3D-LIPM. In this paper we assume support leg exc hange of constant pace. T ochange the
w alking speedand direction, the robot modies foot
placements (sho wn as small circles in Figure 4).
When we project the walking motion onto X and Y axis, we observe decoupled motions governed by equations (21) and (20) (Figure 5). Each motion follo ws
the 2D version of the Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode
that we described in the former paper 7].
4.2

 = 21 tan 1 (2A=B )

(39)

Using this equation, w ecan calculate the geometric
shape of the 3D-LIPM. By substituting eq.(28) and
(29),

0

0

where

following condition must be satised (Since B = 0
rarely happens, we do not consider eq.(37) and (38)).

Pattern generation along a local axis

Now the problem becomes a control of the motion
along X or Y -axis for each step. Let us assume that
the robot is repeating single support phase of duration
Ts and double support phase of duration Tdbl .
Figure 6 illustrates successive steps in X -direction.
The initial body state (x(in)  vi(n) ) and thenal body
state (x(fn)  vf(n) ) have the following relationship.
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x(fn)
vf(n)

! 
CT
=

TcST
ST =Tc CT

  x(n) !
i
(41)
v(n)
i

CT

T o control the walking speed, we must c hange the
foothold (point E) to modify the initial condition of
the support phase (D'!F). When the desired status
at the end of support (point F) is given as (xd  vd ) we
can de ne error norm with certain weight a b > 0 as

0.15

0.1

Y [m]

 cosh(Ts =Tc) ST  sinh(Ts =Tc)

0.05

N
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

(2) 2

(2) 2

By substituting eq.(41) into this equation and calculating the foothold of x(2)
i which minimizes N , we obtain a proper control la w.

-0.05

0

 a(xd  xf ) + b(vd  vf ) :

0.3

X [m]

(2)

Figure 4: Walking pattern gener atedfrom the 3DLIPM. A robot takes seven steps from left to right.
Motion of the tip of the inverte dpendulum is shown
as pieces of hyperbolic curves (solid lines). We assume that the robot is in double support and moves
on a straight line betwe eneach support phase (dotte d
lines). Small circles are foot places and dashe dlines
indic ate primary axes of hyperbolic curve.

xi

= (aCT (xd  ST Tc vd ) + bST =Tc(vd  CT vf ))=DT
(42)
2
2
DT  aCT + b(ST =Tc )

v(1)
i

z

(2)

vf

v(1) = v(2)
f

i

D'
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Figure 5: XY -position and velocity in a walk of the gure 4. The tick line shows x motion and the thin line
shows y motion. The position graphs jump the distanc e of the step length at each support foot exchange,
sinc e we are taking an origin at a foot place of each
support. The vertical dotte d lines indicate the time of
the supporting mode change. In this walking pattern,
the robot is taking 0.4s for single support and 0.1s for
double support.

Figure 6: Two successive steps in the sagittal plane
are illustr ated. The body travels from B to D in the
single-le gsupport phase, then moves from D to D' in
the double-leg support phase with constant speed vf(1) ,
and then travels D' to F in the second single-support
phase. While the body moves from B to D, the tip of
the swing leg travels fr om A to E (dashed curved line).
By changing the position of E we can control the nal
body speed vf(2) at the point F. Except for our inserted
double-support phase, this is the same idea prop ose d
by Miura and Shimoyama 10].
T o determine the foothold E, we also need the distance that body travels in the double support. The
distance is
(1)
d = vf Tdbl :
(43)
The motion of the swing leg is planned to arrive at
the point E at the expected touchdown time (dashed
curve from A to E in Figure 6).
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4.3

Control of walking direction

T o specify the walking direction, we rotates the reference XY -frame for step to step (See Figure 3). The
con trol of eq.(42) automatically shapes the robot motion to follo wthe giv en frame of reference. Figure 7
illustrates a w alkingalong a circle. In this walking
pattern, the reference frame is rotated =10 rad so
that the robot returns the stating point with 20 steps.
0.5

Y [m]

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

X [m]

Figure 8: A Humanoid Robot model. T otal mass of
the robot is 56kgs and the center of mass is located
0.542m in the height from the oor level. The robot
has 6 d.o.f. for each leg but the arms and the head do
not c ontain any joints (modeled as one block with the
body).

Figure 7: Walk on a circle
T able 1: Important link parameters

5 Simulation of h umanoidwalking
The 3D-LIPM has been already applied to a nonhumanoid type biped robot that has telescopic legs.
Though the robot could perform 3D dynamic biped
w alking without using prepared trajectory, walking direction control was not yet considered 8].
In this paper, w eexamine a simulated humanoid
robot whose motion is generated by the 3D-LIPM.
Figure 8 sho wsthe outlook of the robot used in the
simulation. The robot has 6 d.o.f. for eac h leg but
the arms and the head are modeled as one block with
the body. T able1 shows important physical parameters that was determined by considering an actual
mechanical design. The size of the foot is 0.21m 
0.1m (length  width). T otalmass of the robot is
56kgs and the center of mass is located 0.542m in the
height from the oor level.
F or the dynamic simulation we used the OpenHRP
simulator which w as developed in METI's humanoid
robotics project 9]. The walking pattern of Figure 7
w as used as a reference input to the robot and the center of mass of the robot body was controlled to follow
this. To walk on a at oor, the body height was kept

length m]
width of pelvisy
0.12
thigh link
0.3
schank link
0.3
ankle-sole distance
0.11
foot length
0.21
foot width
0.1
weight kg]
body
20
crotch yaw
1
crotch roll
2
thigh
5
shank
4
ankle pitch
3
foot
3
moment of inertia of the body kgm2 ]
Ixx
0.5548
Iyy
0.4882
Izz
0.1417

y distance betw een the right and left hip joints
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constant. The reference joint angles and speeds were
calculated by inverse kinematics so that
the position
and the velocity of the feet with respect to the body
correspondto the specied motion. Finally, the reference joint angles and speeds were realized by a PD
feedback controller.
F urthermore, w emust consider the body and the
foot rotation around z -axis. Although the walking
pattern of Figure 7 is assuming an ideal robot that
can step tow ards any direction at all time, the robot
of Figure 8 has the limit of join t angles and it must
avoid collision betw een the left and the right legs. For
this reason we designed additional pattern for the foot
orien tation with respect to the body, so that the body
faces instantaneous walking direction in the middle of
eac h support.
Figure 9 shows the snapshots of the simulation and
Figure 10 sho ws thebody trajectory and foot placements. We see that the trajectory of the humanoid
robot did not close a circle at the 20th steps. This
causes from a small foot slip occurred in each support
(the friction coe cient between the foot and the oor:
 = 0:5). In Figure 10, we can see the slip as blur of
the footholds that should be xed points. At the same
time, the foot slips around z -axis and that diverted the
robot from the planned walking direction.
Despite of the error caused by slip of the feet, it is
important that a stable dynamic walk was realized by
the 3D-LIPM trajectories. We believ ethe error can
be reduced by introducing additional feedback control
to the 3D-LIPM system. F or example,F ujimoto and
Kawamura proposed a feedback compensation of yaw
axis rotation by arm swing motion 3]. By introducing
suc h methods, w ecan expect more accurate walking
direction control.

Figure 9: Snapshots of humanoid simulator

0.7

6 Summary and Conclusions

0.6

0.5

y [m]

In this paper, we introduced the Three-Dimensional
Linear Inverted P endulum Mode (3D-LIPM) that is
useful for walking control in a 3D space. We discussed
a nature of the 3D-LIPM and proposed a simple walking pattern generation that can specify walking speed
and direction. The walking pattern was tested on a 12
d.o.f. humanoid robot in a dynamic simulator, and a
dynamically stable walk along a circle was successfully
simulated.
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